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The increased demand for energy sources is the driving force to convert organic compounds into alternative fuels. Plastic
waste disposal affects the environment, since they are not easily recycled and, during the recycling process, they can produce
waste ash, heavy metals, or potentially harmful gas emissions. In the plant design for plastic converting into fuel, the chemical
reactor is one of the advanced equipment in the field of chemical and process engineering. This study emphasizes the
feasibility of pyrolysis process for valorisation plastics by producing energy-efficient products. In this respect, samples of
polypropylene, polyethylene and polystyrene were used as models and subjected to pyrolysis processes at 450 °C, in the
presence of two types of mesoporous silica materials, MCM-41 and SBA-15, using a modern developed reactor. The use of
mesoporous materials increased the calorific value of the obtained oil and gas, thus improving the economic potential of the
process end products. This study dealt with the extraction of oil from plastics termed as plastic pyrolysis oil (PPO) and plastics
pyrolysis gas (PPG), with a composition rich in different types of hydrocarbons and they can be marketed at much cheaper
rates compared to that present in the market.
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The European Environment Agency (EEA) drew attention to the necessity of reducing pollution by an effective waste
management. In this context, an important EU project “Ocean Clean-up” estimated at over 40 million euro has been developed
since September 2018, the project aiming to reduce the amount of plastic in the world’s oceans by at least 90 % by 2040 [1].
Wastes could be recovered using a special giant mesh, and further recycled in different ways. Finding feasible solutions for
removing plastic wastes through energy recovery can be a major step in reducing the CO2 footprint.
The problem of plastic wastes is common also in highly developed countries of North America, EU, and in Asia. The need
for research of waste disposal by recycling plastic wastes is due to their high naturally decomposition time period, thousands
of years. There are some well-known pathways for plastic wastes recycling and reintroduction into the industrial cycle, but
the feasible option of disposal through energy recovery seems an effective alternative [2]. The energy recovery from wastes,
including plastics, or the design and concept of energy systems based on renewable sources [3, 4], would represent modern
ways of efficient fossil fuel consumption, preservation and resources sustainability for Romania. Pyrolysis is an irreversible
process of chemically decomposition of organic materials at high temperatures, in the absence of oxygen. It is commonly
used to convert organic materials into liquid, gas and solid residues. Recent research works have been focused on the
possibility of polystyrene wastes disposal through energetic gain, without using catalysts, by pyrolysis at different
temperatures [5]. Another experiment was based on low- and high-density polyethylene (LDPE and HDPE) and
polypropylene (PP) converted into liquid fuel by slow pyrolysis at low temperatures (from 300 °C to 400 °C), long isothermal
holding time, in a semi-batch reactor [6].
The pyrolysis for obtaining useful chemical products is the opposite of the Fischer-Tropsh process, where carbonaceous
material (coal) is first combusted in order to give syngas. Then, the syngas is transformed into targeted higher molecular chain
hydrocarbons (diesel or paraffin). By contrary, the pyrolysis begins with higher molecular chain hydrocarbons and then crack
them using heat, catalyst or hydrogen gas [7, 8], obtaining smaller chain hydrocarbons, such as liquid fuels. Pyrolysis is
basically a thermal degradation, being important to understand the effect of mixing feed material with different melting points.
The other factors that must be taken into consideration for evaluating the process efficiency are the type of reactor,
temperature, pressure, residence time or cooling step [9].
The progress of a pyrolysis process involving catalysts, such as mesoporous materials has been also the subject of several
studies on plastic wastes, PE and PP [10]. The effect of different temperatures and holding time on the pyrolysis products
(liquid, char, and gas) were studied on HDPE wastes, in a batch reactor over a range temperature of 400 °C – 550 °C [11].
Pyrolysis accompanied by several types of zeolites, ZSM-5, mordenite, pellets and powder, could generate liquid and gaseous
fuels at the end of the process, as shown by a study on plastic wastes samples rich in PE and PP [12]. The results showed that
using zeolites in the pyrolysis process, the composition of the obtained fuels is calorifically enriched. A study on disposal of
some polyethylene wastes highlighted the combination of a fixed bed reactor and catalysts (zeolites) as an effective solution
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for increasing the quality of hydrocarbons [13]. Polypropylene, an important polymer with numerous industrial applications,
was pyrolyzed in the absence or presence of a natural zeolite (NZ) [14]. The quantity and quality (calorific value) of the liquid
obtained from the catalytic pyrolysis (rich in hydrocarbons) was found to be much higher than those in the absence of the
catalyst.
Therefore, in this study was investigated the thermochemical effect, the basis of a pyrolysis process, applied to several
types of polymeric materials, the polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP) and polystyrene (PS), responsible for more than 90
% of plastic products and wastes in Romania.
As a further step in our research related to the disposal by valorisation of specific wastes [15, 16], this study aimed to
investigate the thermochemical effect, the basis of a pyrolysis process, applied to several types of polymeric materials, the
polyethylene (PE – HDPE and LDPE), polypropylene (PP) and polystyrene (PS), responsible for more than 90% of plastic
products and wastes in Romania. Thus, we assessed the pyrolysis of plastics both in the absence and presence of a mesoporous
silica material, trying to obtain feasible data for designing and implementing a sustainable process for recycling of plastic
waste. Our results, demonstrated the feasibility of the process by producing a measurable quantity of pyrolysis oil that can be
further upgraded into its separate fuel fractions. This technology can solve the plastic wastes disposal problems in the
community and, also, it can drive to products with economic value.
Experimental part
Materials, methods and apparatus
The plastic materials were purchased from Adiran Petrochemicals (Bucharest, Romania) and used in the investigation as
received: polyethylene (PE, HDPE and LDPE), polypropylene (PP) and polystyrene (PS). Pure plastic materials were used in
this stage of investigation to better design the reactor and monitor the pyrolysis process, possible to be further extended for
plastic waste.
The mesoporous silica MCM-41 and SBA-15 were prepared according to previously developed methods [17-19]. They
were used as catalysts in the catalytic pyrolysis tests displaced within a metallic mesh system (304L stainless steel) with the
following properties: eye length of 0.24 mm, eye width 0.071 mm, wire size 0.16 mm ± 0.002, width 750 mm and diameter
0.16 mm.
The plastic materials were characterized by ATR-FTIR in the domain of 650-4,000 cm-1 with 4 cm-1 resolution, by using
a CARY 630 FT-IR spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) [20, 21]. Thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) was carried out using a TGA-DSC (NETZCH STA, Jupiter, USA) in the temperature range of 25 °C – 700 °C at a
heating rate of 10 °C min-1 under nitrogen flow [22, 23].
Compositional characterization of the oils obtained in the pyrolysis processes was achieved using an elemental analyser,
Flash EA 2000 (Thermo Scientific, UK). PPO samples were introduced into special tungsten - silver nacelles, subjected to
combustion-pyrolysis at extremely high temperatures of 950 °C – 1050 °C; the resulting gases (CO2, NO2, SO2, H2O, CO)
passed a quartz reactor with a special filler, then the gas chromatographic columns with SM5A - Porapak Q filler, and detected
by a thermal conductivity detector – TCD [24]. Calibration of the elemental analyser was performed with 2.0-3.0 mg of BBOT
(C: 72.58 wt.%, H: 6.09 wt.%, S: 7.43 wt.%, O: 7.41 wt.% and N: 6.54 wt.%), an amino acid traceable to NIST.
The content of heavy metals (As, Cd, Co, Cr, Hg, Mn, Ni, Pb, Rb, Se, Sr) from the PPO’s was performed by flame atomic
adsorption spectroscopy using a NOVAA300 AAS (Analytic Jena, Germany). The determination of Cu was made with a
graphite furnace atomic adsorption spectrophotometer 650 ZENIT (Analytic Jena, Germany). A multielement standard
solution XVICertiPUR (a mixture of 21 elements in diluted nitric acid) purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), with
a certified value of 100±3 mg/L, was used for calibration curve in the quantitative analysis of metals.
Chlorine in the plastic waste samples was determined using an elemental analyser EA 4000 (Analytic Jena, Germany).
The equipment uses a special heated reactor made from quartz, at 1000°C, in a high purity O2 (99.999 Vol%) atmosphere.
A C5000 calorimeter (IKA, Germany), using a combustion method, was chosen to generate information about the PPO's
energy value [25]. The quantity of PPO’s, used in the oxygen bomb was ~ 0.2 g. To validate the results, an RSD < 0.5 % was
considered appropriate for triplicate measurements. The hydrocarbons content of the PPO’s samples was determined using
the gas chromatographic technique in tandem with mass spectrometry GC-MS [26].
The qualitative and quantitative composition, permanently gases, water and hydrocarbons, of PPG's, was performed using
a GC (CP 3800 Varian Inc., USA) equipped with two detectors, TCD and FID type, capillary columns with type fillings like
SM5A, PoraPLOT Q and Al2O3/KCl [27-29]. The calibration of the methods developed for these investigations was done in
three points, with a linearity of R2 > 0.995 %.
Experimental part
The pyrolysis process was performed both in the absence and in the presence of the mesoporous silica. For the
experimental tests a fixed-bed refractory steel reactor (Fig. 1) was designed. A sandwich metallic mesh system (SMMS) was
used to support the catalysts (MCM-41 or SBA-15) inside the pyrolysis reactor.
The quantity of plastic wastes used in the experiments was around 50 g; the pyrolysis temperature was 450 °C.
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Fig. 1. Main components of the experimental set-up for the pyrolysis of plastics

Complex tests were performed on both oil and gas products derived from the pyrolysis process, in order to determine the
influence of process conditions on aromatic and polycyclic hydrocarbons. The resulted pyrolysis/reaction products were:
plastics pyrolysis oil (PPO), plastics pyrolysis gas (PPG) and plastics pyrolysis waste/wax (PPW).
The liquid/gas ratio, hydrocarbons composition/evolution depending on the arrangement and the residual level were
evaluated at a stable working temperature.
In a previous study [16] we have shown data related with the pyrolysis processes of catalysts directly mixed with plastic
wastes. Upon completion of this processes, the catalysts cannot be recovered; they became part of the viscous mass of the
residue/wax at the end of the pyrolysis experiments. Installation of the SMMS in the pyrolysis reactor can generate both added
value through the generating reactions and generation of hydrocarbons with increased energy value, but also increasing their
lifetime. In our present work, the SMMS was arranged in the middle of the reactor so that it can react to the vapours resulted
from the process of heating the plastic wastes. The positioning of the sandwich metallic mesh system provided space and time
for reactive vapours to penetrate toward the condensation side of the catalysts. The arrangement consisted in two stainless
steel meshes, each having 1 mm thickness, and 1 mm thick quartz wool in the middle. The catalyst, either MCM-41 or SBA15, was introduced into the quartz wool, as a powder, of a maximum mass ~ 10 g.
The PPW installation consisted in a reactor – made from refractory steel with H = 500 mm; Dint = 100 mm; isolated with
basalt wool, condenser - condensing gas cooling system with L = 500 mm; cooled with water at 10 °C, glass bottle,
Erlenmeyer flask, to collect condensate hydrocarbons, PPO’s, 5 L Tedlar bag (CEL Scientific Corporation, USA), for
collecting noncondensate gases, PPG’s. The reactor was continuously purged with high purity N2 (99.999 Vol%) (Linde Gas,
Germany), at Q ~ 150 mL/min, in order to create an oxygen-free atmosphere and also as a carrier gas for the created vapours.
As the provision of experimental temperatures was secured by heating the refractory steel reactor through the outside, for a
good temperature transfer, we considered a steel crucible (H = 100 mm; Dint = 95 mm; Dext = 98 mm), to hold the plastic feed
in the lower third of the reactor, with ribs/dents specially created over its entire 360° circumference and supported on a steel
foot, H=50 mm. Thus, the nitrogen gas introduced at the bottom of the right side of the reactor can be uniformly passed along
the crucibles, being able to easily take hot vapours through the sandwich metallic mesh system (SMMS).
Pyrolysis was performed from the room temperature to a final temperature of 450 °C, with 10 °C/min heating rate, being
maintained at 450 °C for 30 minutes to provide complete pyrolysis. SMMS/catalysts, positioned in the middle of the reactor,
were heated according to the temperature range of the entire reactor and not individually. Pyrolysis involved degradation of
polymeric materials by increasing the controlled temperature in the absence of oxygen. The interest was a pragmatic one,
transforming plastic material into PPO and PPG, rich in hydrocarbons, which is equivalent to energy. The structure of this
materials is an endless chain of structures (-C-H-), two fuel elements in turn. In the developed reactor, the chemical reactions,
such as cracking, depolymerization, isomerization, oligomerization, cyclization, dehydrogenation and aromatization, took
place. In the process of polymer chain degradation using catalysts, the molecular weight of the polymer chain was rapidly
reduced by the cracking reaction, and then the hydrogen atoms and carbon atoms were rearranged resulting in high-quality
isomers. Pyrolysis has carried out the chain breaking process, which is randomly broken down into smaller molecules with
different chain lengths [30]. The reactions carried out in the reactor were:

CH 2  CH 2 n  CH 2  CH 2  CH3 n  C n H 2n  2n  C n H 2n  
CH 3  CH 2  CH 2  CH 3  CH 2  CH  CH 2  CH 3  H 2 
CH 3  CH  CH  CH 3   H 2 
2CH 2  CH 2  CH3  CH  CH  CH3 
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The quantity of products obtained at the end of each pyrolysis experiment, was determined using the following equations:
%PPO 
%wax 

m PPO(g )
m plasticwaste(g )
m wax (g )
m plasticwaste(g )

*100

(4)

*100

(5)

%PPG  100  (%PPO  %wax )

(6)

Results and discussions
Characterization of the plastic materials subjected to pyrolysis
The ATR-FTIR spectra of the polystyrene (PS), polypropylene (PP), high-density polyethylene (HDPE), and low-density
polyethylene (LDPE) used as test plastic samples for the experiments, are displayed in Fig. 2.
For the neat polymers, the spectrum showed the typical characteristic bands corresponding to the aliphatic C–H and –CH2
and the aromatic C=C stretching, respectively. Finally, the peaks in the region 2800-3100 cm−1 correspond to aromatic C–H
and =C–H stretching.

Fig. 2. ATR-FTIR spectra of the commercial polymeric materials: a) PS, b) PP, c) HDPE and d) LDPE

The TG diagrams of the PS displayed two-stage degradation steps, shown in Fig. 3(a). The main loss of 97 %, due to the
polymer degradation started from ~ 300 °C to 456 °C. The small loss of 3 % was probably caused by the decomposition
process associated with the thermal degradation of the additive [31]. In the case of PP, it displayed two-stage degradation
steps, but compared to PS, the PP first loss started at lower onset temperature at 250 °C to 380 °C, being caused by the polymer
degradation. The 4 % second stage loss may be assigned, as in case of PS, to the polymer tacticity. The higher degradation
temperature of PS is caused by the aromatic ring of styrene that increases the thermal resistance in comparison with PP.
Degradation characteristics were found similar for HDPE and LDPE, since both have similar polymer backbone [6], although
as noticed in Fig. 2 - (c), (d) and (e) the first one is more stable, the first weight loss starting at about 50 °C later than the last
one.
TG measurements highlighted that all the commercial samples were not pure and contained small quantities of additives,
as proved by the presence of the second mass loss. Based on the TGA and FTIR measurements, it was concluded that the
most suitable temperature for pyrolysis experiments must be 450 °C.
Also, the main characteristics obtained for the used polymers are presented in Table 1.
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Fig. 3. Thermogravimetric analysis of polymeric materials: a) PS, b) PP, c) HDPE, d) LDPE and e) HDPE / LDPE

Can be observed that the polyethylene materials have higher values of HHV and LHV, sustaining the hypothesis that these
polymers can be used in order to produce unconventional fuels.
Characterization of the pyrolysis product - pyrolysis plastics oil (PPO)
In order to compare to the classical liquid fuels, the investigations on the oils obtained from pyrolysis of PP, PE (HDPE
and LDPE) and PS primarily focused on the level of heavy metals.
The detected metals (Table 2) are considered to be toxic and known to cause multiple damage to internal organs even at
lower exposure levels, while Se, Cr, Mn, Cu are essential elements and their dose causes the threat. Some metals, such as Cd,
Pb, Hg, As, Rb, Sr, are also classified as human carcinogens according to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the
International Agency for Cancer Research [32].
There is a fairly high density in heavy metals in the PPOs, but it is natural by tracing the origin of these - polymers - crude
oil. It can be observed the low content of metals, regardless the element, compared to any representative fossil liquid fuel
[33].
The results regarding the elemental analysis of PPOs which is required for the evaluation of the level of future NOx, SOx,
CO2 emissions and of the energy level by determining C-H-O and HHV and LHV are described in Table 3.
The appearance of the obtained PPOs was mainly oily, except for those based on PS, which are viscous. Also, the scent
was characteristic for liquid fuels obtained from crude oil (hydrocarbons odour), the only particularity being in the PPOs
based on PS, adding an odour of styrene. A slight decrease of the nitrogen level, which can cause nitrogen oxides through the
combustion of liquid fuels, was registered for each PPO obtained from catalytic pyrolysis, using mesoporous silica catalysts
MCM-41 or SBA-15. Also, the calorific value of PPOs increased in catalytic supported pyrolysis experiments.
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Each catalyst, either MCM-41 or SBA-15 contributed differently, demonstrating its different affinity and capability to
improve the progress of processes. The most remarkable impact of catalysts was registered for LDPE, with a very high level
of energy after the catalytic pyrolysis. Except for LDPE, SBA-15 determined increased energy levels compared to MCM-41,
for the investigated polymers.
Table 1
PROPERTIES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INVESTIGATED POLYMERS

Table 2
HEAVY METALS AND METALLOIDS LEVELS (ΜG/L) IN THE PPO VERSUS CLASSIC FUELS

Table 3
FUEL PROPERTIES OF THE PPOS RESULTED FROM PYROLYSIS OF PLASTIC MATERIALS, COMPARED WITH THOSE OF
CLASSICAL FUELS

Evaluation of the plastic based pyrolysis products
The main objective of the present study was to found a reliable solution to eliminate plastic wastes pollution through their
energy recovery. Valorisation refers to pyrolysis benefits, such as oil and gaseous products, PPO and PPG. The amount, and
also the type of valuable products are important issues. As observed from Fig. 4, the amount of wax residue (PPW) decreased
in the catalytic pyrolysis experiments.
Wastes rich in HDPE, LDPE and PP showed affinity in producing PPGs following pyrolysis processes, in
absence/presence of catalysts. On the contrary, in the case of PS, PPO level was higher than 50 %, the catalysts used in the
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catalytic formulations without giving too much intake to the PPG. In conclusion, the MCM-41 and SBA-15 catalysts do not
favour production of PPO or PPG in a proportion that is required in a certain context / process.

Fig. 4. Characterisation of the plastic waste pyrolysis products: a) percentages of PPO, PPG and PPW resulted
from plastic pyrolysis (left graph); b) the content in aromatics, paraffin and olefins of the PPO’s (right graph)

Some novel aspects were observed on PPO samples. The increase of the PPOs calorific value was correlated to the higher
level of aromatic hydrocarbons after catalytic experiments, as observed in Fig. 4. The PPOPS450 was the only obtained fuel oil
containing tertiary-butyl ether (ETBE), commonly used as a gasoline additive. ETBE offers some benefits. In contrast to
ethanol, ETBE does not determine evaporation of gasoline, which is one of the smog causes, and does not absorb moisture
from the atmosphere.
The pyrolysis process of PP, PS, HDPE and LDPE, polymers with similar structures, generated a wide variety of
hydrocarbons, alkanes, alkenes, aromatics, permanently gases in the PPGs, together with their chemical composition and
physical properties. Table 4 shows the complex composition of a PPG, providing a robust gas, a feasible alternative to biogas,
geothermal gas and natural gas.
The results showed that both mesoporous silica materials, SBA-15 and MCM-41 contributed to changes of the gas
composition, with resulted aromatic hydrocarbons, helping to increase the calorific value of the final product. Also, an increase
in hydrogen concentrations left unreacted by breaking the polymer chain was noticed. The decreased levels of CO and CO2
of PPG resulted from catalytic pyrolysis can be attributed to the structure of the two types of catalysts. PPGs did not generate
hydrogen sulphide, which is a highly toxic gas and specific to other "competing" combustible gases, from the gaseous fuels
market, whether classic or renewable – natural gas or biogas, all of them having variable content of H2S, from several hundred
up to several thousand ppm [29]. High content of H2S in any type of fuel gas leads to the degradation/corrosion of transport
installations. Also, combustion of fuels with high content of H2S generates a negative environmental impact and an obvious
degradation of the quality of life. As shown in Table 4, the polymers PE, PP and PS undergo a first crackdown on noncatalytic PPGs to ethylene, propylene and styrene.
In a second stage, their concentration in catalytic PPGs dropped without exception, in hydrocarbons such as alkanes,
alkenes, recombined in the aromatics, but also in free hydrogen. The effect of the pyrolysis temperature, 450 °C, was not the
only one that contributes to the formation of hydrocarbons in PPGs, the diversity being even greater after the application of
SMMS/catalysts and its positioning in the reactor. Between the two catalysts, SBA15 determined a higher impact on the
increase in energy value of PPGs, regardless of polymer. An improvement in the energy quality compared to non-catalytic
PPGs was observed in the case of PPGHDPE 450+SBA15, PPGPP 450+SBA15 and PPGPS 450+SBA15. The same catalyst, SBA15, was also
"responsible" in PPOs case for improving the energy quality, which is a consequence of the acid site structure of this type of
catalyst. Table 4 also illustrates a gaseous matrix, both classical and alternative, "competitors" of the new alternative PPG gas
developed in this study. PPG had a wider range of hydrocarbons resulting in a higher energy level compared to the other fuels,
which is recommended for most energy-intensive uses, from high-energy consumers such as the cement industry to the mural
power plants assigned to the local community mayors. The differences in energy value are net in favour of newly developed
PPGs, whether catalytic or non-catalytic. It can be observed how natural gas abounds especially in methane, as well as biogas
from sludge and geothermal gas.
The mesoporous silica manifested strong cracking activities in the pyrolysis, as evidenced by the significantly reduced
yields of liquid and wax product and the improved gas yields in comparison to the non-catalytic thermal decomposition.
Generally, the microporous catalysts present higher gas yields and lower oil and wax yields compared with the mesoporous
materials, probably due to their higher acidic nature, resulting severe secondary cracking of the primary pyrolytic intermediate
species. Furthermore, the size selectivity of the catalysts could also influence the high gas yield associated with the
microporous catalysts.
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Conclusions
PS, PP, HDPE and LDPE plastic polymers were subjected to pyrolysis in a fixed bed reactor under catalysis of MCM-41
and SBA-15 mesoporous silica, or no catalysis. The composition of the resulted PPO and PPG showed increased yield of
Table 4
CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PLASTIC PYROLYSIS
RESULTED FUEL GASES

aromatic compounds with a further rise in aromatic content with increase of temperature. The mainly hydrocarbons in the oils
were in the range of C6-C21 with their derivatives. The formed gases were olefins, paraffin and aromatics.
Lower energy consumption was obtained by using the catalysts, the reduction being of 30 %. The use of catalysts in a
sandwich metallic mesh system (SMMS) led to saving of catalysts for other experiments, yielding up to 50 %.
The level of waste resulting from the plastics pyrolysis was up to 10 %; as applicability, the pyrolysis waste (PPW) can
be used in specific building materials or for the development of nanomaterials.
The emissions levels of nitric and sulphur oxides after combustion of PPO’s and PPG’s were very low, unlike classic
liquid and gaseous fuels; no chlorine emissions were obtained after combustion of PPO’s and PPG’s.
According to the data obtained in this study, the fuels developed by using plastic wastes in pyrolytic processes can be
included in the family of alternative fuels.
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